ACTIVITY

THEME 2 | Lesson 5: Choosing a Career

5.1A

Success Depends Upon Human
Capital (Group A)
Each sentence below is written in code. CLUE: The last word in the mixed-up sentence is the first
word in the real sentence. The first word in the mixed-up sentence is the second word in the real sentence. (Example: If the mixed-up sentence is Prefer butter instead candy of cookies peanut I, the
real sentence would be I prefer peanut butter cookies instead of candy. The words are numbered
below to show you how it works.)

2

4

6

8

7

5

3

1

prefer

butter

instead

candy

of

cookies

peanut

I

Rewrite the deciphered message below each coded message. Raise your hand when you are finished; when your teacher calls out your time, write the time in the blank at the bottom of the page.

Rock last was great really Saturday concert the.

Uncle a red car sports new bought my.

Person my has ton freckles of a family in every.

Enjoy video with friends my games playing I.

The our became with umpire the angry coach game during.

My Time: ___________________
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ACTIVITY

5.1B

THEME 2 | Lesson 5: Choosing a Career

Success Depends Upon Human
Capital (Group B)
Each sentence below is written in code. Figure out the code and decipher the sentences. Rewrite
the deciphered sentence below each coded sentence. Raise your hand when you are finished; when
your teacher calls out your time, write it in the blank at the bottom of the page.

Rock last was great really Saturday concert the.

Uncle a red car sports new bought my.

Person my has ton freckles of a family in every.

Enjoy video with friends my games playing I.

The our became with umpire the angry coach game during.

My Time: ___________________
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ACTIVITY

THEME 2 | Lesson 5: Choosing a Career

5.2A

Success Depends Upon Human
Capital (Group A)
Each sentence below is written in code. CLUE: The last word in the mixed-up sentence is the first
word in the real sentence. The first word in the mixed-up sentence is the second word in the real sentence. (Example: If the mixed-up sentence is Prefer butter instead candy of cookies peanut I, the
real sentence would be I prefer peanut butter cookies instead of candy. The words are numbered
below to show you how it works.)

2

4

6

8

7

5

3

1

prefer

butter

instead

candy

of

cookies

peanut

I

Rewrite the deciphered message below each coded message. Raise your hand when you are finished; when your teacher calls out your time, write the time in the blank at the bottom of the page.

My bakes the house delicious smells whole bread mom when.

The near house is new field soccer a there my park at.

Garage cluttered old and mowers lawn bikes with is our.

The grade our wore tuxedo a principal dance eighth at.

Science learned to hydrogen oxygen and separate how we in.

My Time: ___________________
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ACTIVITY

5.2B

THEME 2 | Lesson 5: Choosing a Career

Success Depends Upon Human
Capital (Group B)
Each sentence below is written in code. Figure out the code and decipher the sentences. Rewrite
the deciphered sentence below each coded sentence. Raise your hand when you are finished; when
your teacher calls out your time, write it in the blank at the bottom of the page.

My bakes the house delicious smells whole bread mom when.

The near house is new field soccer a there my park at.

Garage cluttered old and mowers lawn bikes with is our.

The grade our wore tuxedo a principal dance eighth at.

Science learned to hydrogen oxygen and separate how we in.

My Time: ___________________
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